Abstract. Large-scale two-dimensional (2-D) full particlein-cell (PIC) simulations are carried out for studying periodic self-reformation of a supercritical collisionless perpendicular shock with an Alfvén-Mach number M A ∼ 6.
Introduction
It has been well known since one-dimensional (1-D) particlein-cell (PIC) simulations in the 1970s that the "shock front" at a supercritical (quasi-)perpendicular collisionless shock shows a periodic behavior. Biskamp and Welter (1972) first reported the periodic reflection of ions and the formation of a "shock foot" at a perpendicular shock, which leads to a nonstationary shock front. Later, this process was described as a periodically vanishing "leading edge of the shock" (Leroy et al., 1982; Lembege and Dawson, 1987) . The term "periodic (self-)reformation" was first used by Tokar et al. (1986) and has been widely used after the finding of the periodic reformation of quasi-parallel shocks (Burgess, 1989) which is generated by a different process from the periodic reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks. In the past simulation studies, reduced parameters were used due to the computational cost. However, it has been confirmed that the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks is common in 1-D simulations with various ion-to-electron mass ratios, including the real one when the Alfvén-Mach number is supercritical but relatively low (M A < 10) and the ion beta is low (β i < 0.4) Scholer and Matsukiyo, 2004) . The reformation disappears with high Alfvén-Mach numbers (M A > 100) (Shimada et al., 2010) . The existence of the reformation in the two-dimensional (2-D) system was also confirmed by a full PIC simulation (Lembege and Savoini, 1992) , although a small simulation system was used due to the computational cost. In 2-D simulations with a small simulation system in the shock tangential direction, the development of shock waves becomes quite similar to that in 1-D simulations. Here, we refer to such a 2-D system with a small simulation system in the shock tangential direction as a "quasi-1-D" system. Recent development of computer technologies allows us to perform larger-scale full PIC and higher-resolution hybrid PIC simulations in multiple dimensions with a longer simulation time. These multidimensional simulation studies sometimes modify previous understanding of the physics of collisionless shocks. Hellinger et al. (2007) and Lembege et al. (2009) reported that the periodic reformation of an exactly perpendicular shock was "suppressed" with an ion-toelectron mass ratio m i /m e = 42 where the shock reformation was evident in an early phase but became less evident in a later phase, while the reformation was "absent" with m i /m e = 400. In their high-resolution 2-D hybrid PIC simulation, the excitation of electron-scale whistler mode waves at the shock front was included. In their large-scale 2-D full PIC simulation, the formation of ion-scale and largeamplitude fluctuations at the shock overshoot was included, which has been known as the "ripples" that were first reported by 2-D hybrid PIC simulation studies (Winske and Quest, 1988; Lowe and Burgess, 2003) .
By contrast, Yuan et al. (2009) reported that the periodic reformation was "confirmed" in their 2-D hybrid simulation of a quasi-perpendicular shock with a shock-normal angle of θ B n = 85 • . They also demonstrated that the period of the reformation became longer in the 2-D simulation than in the 1-D simulation. These results contradict each other, which brings confusion to shock scientists. Although the simulation parameters of these previous works are similar, as shown in Table 1 , the obtained results seem to be different from each other. Hence, the existence of the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks is still under debate, even in 2-D kinetic simulations.
In order to study the contradiction between the former (Hellinger et al., 2007; Lembege et al., 2009 ) and latter (Yuan et al., 2009 ) results, a direct comparison was made between the 2-D full PIC simulation results of quasi-perpendicular (θ B n = 80 • ) and exactly perpendicular (θ B n = 90 • ) shocks (Umeda et al., 2010) . It was confirmed that the shock-normal angle does not affect the presence or the suppression of the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks. It was also shown that the reformation seems to be suppressed when the shock magnetic field is analyzed by averaging over the shock-tangential direction, as done by Hellinger et al. (2007) and Lembege et al. (2009) . On the other hand, the reformation is present, but its period is modified by ripples when the shock magnetic field is analyzed at a local point, as done by Yuan et al. (2009) .
Unlike (quasi-)1-D simulations, it is expected that the issue of the presence, absence, and suppression of the shock reformation of rippled (quasi-)perpendicular shocks will be related to the ion-to-electron mass ratio in multidimensional simulations, since the reformation is suppressed with m i /m e = 42 and is absent with m i /m e = 400 in the previous study (Lembege et al., 2009) .
It is known that the mass ratio controls the types of microinstabilities in the foot region Scholer and Matsukiyo, 2004) . By using the following two dimensionless parameters, i.e., Alfvén-Mach number
and the ratio of the thermal plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure (plasma beta),
we obtain the ratio of the upstream bulk velocity u x1 to the thermal velocity v t1 as
Hereafter, the subscripts "1" and "2" denote "upstream" and "downstream", respectively. This equation shows that the ratio of the upstream bulk velocity to the ion thermal velocity depends only on the Alfvén-Mach number and the ion beta, which becomes larger with a larger Alfvén-Mach number and a smaller ion beta. On the other hand, the ratio of the upstream bulk velocity to the electron thermal velocity depends also on the ion-to-electron mass ratio.
It is known that relative bulk velocities among incoming ions, reflected ions, and electrons arise in the foot region due to the reflection of a part of incoming ions at the shock front. The relative velocities become a free energy source for various types of microinstabilities in the foot region Scholer, 2003, 2006) . The ratio of the relative drift velocity between ions and electrons to the electron thermal velocity controls the types of microinstabilities via electron thermal damping. Hence, the mass ratio plays a role in the full PIC simulation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks.
We aim to study the effect of the mass ratio (i.e., microinstabilities in the foot region) on the periodic self-reformation of perpendicular collisionless shocks. We make a comparison between 2-D full PIC simulation results with different mass ratios. In Sect. 2, the simulation setup and the detailed parameters are presented. In Sect. 3, the periodic self-reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks is (re)defined in accordance with the past studies. In Sect. 4, the identification of the reformation is made by using the 2-D full PIC simulation results with different mass ratios based on the definition. Section 5 gives the summary of the result and some comments on the spacecraft in situ observation of the reformation in the geophysical plasma.
Simulation setup
We use a standard 2-D electromagnetic full PIC code with several improvements (Umeda et al., 2003; Sokolov, 2013) . A supercritical Alfvén-Mach number (M A ∼ 6), low beta (β i1 = β e1 = 0.32), and perpendicular (θ B n = 90 • ) collisionless shock as shown in Table 1 is excited by using the "relaxation method" (e.g., Leroy et al., 1981 Leroy et al., , 1982 Muschietti and Lembege, 2006; Umeda and Yamazaki, 2006) , with which the simulation domain is taken in the shock-rest frame. The shocks excited with these parameters exhibit the periodic reformation of perpendicular shocks in (quasi-)1-D systems, as we show later. A reduced plasma-to-cyclotron frequency ratio ω pe1 /ω ce1 = 4 and a reduced ratio of the speed of light to the electron thermal velocity c/v te1 = 10 are chosen due to the computational cost, which does not play any role in hybrid PIC simulations but which may modify linear dispersion relations of microinstabilities due to reflected ions in full PIC simulations.
The simulation domain is taken in the x − y plane with periodic boundaries in the y direction and absorbing boundaries (Umeda et al., 2001) in the x direction. An in-plane shock magnetic field is imposed in the y direction (B y0 ). The plasma flow is directed in the x direction. Hence, a motional electric field is applied in the z direction.
A detailed initial setup for 2-D simulations of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks was described in our previous studies (Umeda et al., 2008 (Umeda et al., , 2009 (Umeda et al., , 2010 (Umeda et al., , 2011 (Umeda et al., , 2012a (Umeda et al., , b, 2014 and is not repeated here.
In the present study, we perform four simulation runs, A, B, C, and D, with different ion-to-electron mass ratios m i /m e = 25, 100, 256, and 625, respectively.
The grid spacing and the time step of the present simulation runs are common ( x = y ≡ = λ De1 and c t/ = 0.5, where λ De is the electron Debye length). For all of Runs A-D, we perform two types of runs with different sizes of the simulation domain of L x × L y = 32d i1 × 6d i1 (labeled as "large") and 32d i1 × d i1 (labeled as "small"), where d i1 = c/ω pi1 is the ion inertial length (d i1 = 50λ De1 , 100λ De1 , 160λ De1 , and 250λ De1 for Runs A, B, C, and D, respectively). Note that the rippled structures at the shock front are included in the "large" simulation runs but are excluded in the "small" simulation runs.
We used 25 pairs of electrons and ions per cell in the upstream region and 64 pairs of electrons and ions per cell in the downstream region, respectively, at the initial state. The bulk flow velocity of the upstream plasma is u x1 /v te1 = 3.0, 1.5, 0.9375, and 0.6 for Runs A, B, C, and D, respectively. The previous studies showed that the electron cyclotron drift instability (ECDI) is driven with the parameters of Run A (Umeda et al., 2012b (Umeda et al., , 2014 , which excites electrostatic waves at multiple electron cyclotron harmonic frequencies Lembege, 2006, 2013) . On the other hand, the modified two-stream instability (MTSI) is driven with the parameters of Runs B-D (Umeda et al., 2012a (Umeda et al., , b, 2014 , which excites obliquely propagating electromagnetic whistler mode waves at a frequency between the electron cyclotron frequency and the lower hybrid resonance frequency Scholer, 2003, 2006) .
Definition of reformation
The left panel of The perpendicular shock generated in the simulation is at rest.
The shock overshoot (at x/d i1 ∼ 0) shows a periodic enhancement on a timescale close to the downstream ion cyclotron period (T r ∼ 5.9/ω ci2 = 1.7/ω ci1 ∼ 0.27T ci1 ). The shock-foot region at x/d i1 ∼ −2) also shows the periodic vanishing, which indicates the shock reformation of the perpendicular shock.
In the middle panel of Fig. 1 , we show the ion density N i at y/d i1 = 0.5 as a function of position x and time t in the same run. The magnitude is normalized by the initial upstream density n 1 . We see the periodic behaviors of the ion density both at the overshoot and in the foot region. In the right panel of Fig. 1 , we show the density of the reflected ion component only. Here, we obtain the density of the reflected ion by integrating the x − y − v x phase-space (reduced) distribution function over the velocity as
where u x2 is the downstream bulk velocity. We see the periodic behavior of the ion density in the foot region (at
Note that we also see these periodic behaviors in the other simulation runs (B-D) with the small simulation domain, but this is not shown here.
In Fig. 2 , we show the tangential component of the shock magnetic field B y , the ion density N i , and the density of reflected ions N r at y/d i1 = 3 with the same format as Fig. 1 for Run A with the large simulation domain.
The perpendicular shock generated in the simulation is at rest as in Fig. 1 (the other runs are as well, but these are not shown here). The results of the large-scale simulation run look similar to those of the small-scale simulation run until ω ci1 t ∼ 4, but become different after ω ci1 t ∼ 4 because of the generation of ripples.
We see quasi-periodic behaviors of the shock magnetic field at the overshoot (x/d i1 ∼ 0) and in the foot region (x/d i1 ∼ −2). Although the periodic behaviors of the densities are also seen at the overshoot, their period seems not to correspond to the period of the shock magnetic field. The periodic behaviors in the foot region are not so clear in the ion density and in the density of reflected ions.
In the present simulations, the excited shocks are at rest, as seen in Figs. 1 and 2 . Hence, the development of shock structures (i.e., overshoot and foot) can be discussed by the temporal variation at fixed positions.
To identify the periodic behaviors more clearly, we first redefine the position of the shock overshoot from the maximum of the shock magnetic field averaged for the time interval of ω ci1 t = 4-12. Then, we estimate the typical gyroradius of reflected ions as 2(u x1 − u x2 )/(ω ci1 + ω ci2 ), which is close to 1.85d i1 . We define the typical position (i.e., center) of the foot region as 1.5d i1 away upstream from the overshoot by considering the typical spatial size of the shock ramp and the phase-space trajectory of reflected ions. Figure 3 shows the temporal variation of the shock magnetic field B y and the ion density N i for Run A at the overshoot and in the foot region in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The result of the small-scale simulation run is plotted in the left panels, while the result of the large-scale simulation run is plotted in the right panels. The density of reflected ions is also plotted in the panels of the foot region.
In the small-scale simulation run (left panels), periodic oscillations in both B y and N i are clearly seen at the overshoot and in the foot region. There is a positive correlation between B y and N i both at the overshoot and in the foot region. It is also seen that the shock magnetic field in the foot region increases when the shock magnetic field at the overshoot de-creases (and vice versa). The result also shows that the shock magnetic field in the foot region is enhanced when the density of reflected ions is enhanced, which is identified as the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks.
In the large-scale simulation run (right panels), on the other hand, there is no relationship between the shock magnetic field at the overshoot and in the foot region. The correlation between B y and N i is positive in the foot region but not so clear at the overshoot. The result also shows that the shock magnetic field in the foot region looks enhanced when the density of reflected ions is enhanced.
Some previous 2-D simulation studies discussed the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks based on the temporal variation (periodicity) of the shock magnetic field at the overshoot. It is possible to identify the reformation from the shock magnetic field at the overshoot in 1-D simulations and in small-scale 2-D simulations (without ripples), since there is an inverse relationship between the shock magnetic field in the foot region and at the overshoot. On the other hand, the present result has clearly shown that it is not appropriate to identify the shock reformation of rippled (quasi-)perpendicular shocks only from the shock magnetic field at the overshoot of rippled shocks.
Hence, we discuss the shock reformation in terms of the quasi-periodic formation of the foot region, which is consistent with the original definition of the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks. We define the formation of the foot region by the simultaneous enhancement in the density of the reflected ions and the shock magnetic field.
Identification of reformation in large-scale 2-D simulations
As shown in the previous section, the perpendicular shocks excited in the 2-D full PIC simulations are at rest. Hence, we analyze the temporal variation of the "foot region" at a fixed position, which was defined in the previous section as 1.5d i1 away upstream from the overshoot where the time-averaged B y is maximum. As seen in Fig. 3 , the typical characteristics of the shock reformation, i.e., the periodic oscillation of B y and N r , is well identified at this position in the run with the small simulation domain. We detect the formation of the foot, i.e., the simultaneous enhancement of the reflected ion density and the shock magnetic field, by the following equation:
Here, B y represents the averaged shock magnetic field for the time interval of ω ci1 t = 4-12. This equation indicates the foot formation by taking a finite and positive value when a certain number of reflected ions exist in the foot region in association with the enhancement of the shock magnetic field by exceeding its mean value. Figure 4 shows the temporal deviation of the shock magnetic field B y from its mean value ( B y ) together with the density of reflected ions N r (defined in Eq. 4) in the foot region for Runs A-D with the large simulation domain. The circles show the indicator of the foot formation defined by Eq. (5).
In order to take account of the spatial variation of physical quantities in the shock tangential (y) direction due to ripples, we plot the temporal variation of the foot region at the following eight points: y/d i1 = 0, 0.75, 1.5, 2.25, 3, 3.75, 4.5, and 5.25 .
In Run A (m i /m e = 25), we see the simultaneous enhancement of the shock magnetic field B y and the reflected ions N r quasi-periodically, although the periodicity is not as clear as in the run with a small simulation domain. It is shown that the enhancement of reflected ions is not necessarily accompanied by the enhancement of the shock magnetic field. The time period of the simultaneous enhancement varies in a range of ω ci1 T r ∼ 0.5-2.2, but its typical value is T r ∼ 2.0/ω ci1 ∼ 0.32T ci1 , which is longer than the period of the reformation in the run with the small simulation domain as demonstrated by the previous studies (Yuan et al., 2009) .
In Run B (m i /m e = 100), we also see the simultaneous enhancement of the shock magnetic field B y and the reflected ions N r , but its periodicity is not as clear as in Run A. Some of the enhancement of the shock magnetic field is not related to reflected ions.
In Runs C (m i /m e = 256) and D (m i /m e = 625), the simultaneous enhancement of the shock magnetic field B y and the reflected ions N r occurs almost randomly. Some of the enhancement of the shock magnetic field occurs in a timescale much shorter than the local ion cyclotron period, indicating the existence of electron-scale electromagnetic waves.
Discussions and summary

Discussions on the simulation results
Two-dimensional full PIC simulations of rippled perpendicular collisionless shocks with M A ∼ 6 and β i = β e = 0.32 were performed with different ion-to-electron mass ratios. The periodic self-reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks was detected from the simultaneous enhancement of the shock magnetic field and the reflected ions in the foot region.
In the runs with the small simulation domain where the shock-front ripples are absent, the dynamics at the shock front was independent of the mass ratio and the periodic formation and vanishing of the foot region was clearly detected at the time period of T r ∼ 1.7/ω ci1 ∼ 0.27T ci1 . The periodic oscillation of the shock overshoot was also seen at the same time period. In the runs with the large simulation domain, the shockfront ripples are present. In the run with m i /m e = 25, there was no correlation between the temporal variation of the shock magnetic field in the foot region and the overshoot, suggesting that it was not appropriate to detect the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks from the quasi-periodic oscillation of the shock magnetic field at the overshoot as done by some previous studies. The quasi-periodic formation of the foot region was detected at the typical time period of T r ∼ 2.0/ω ci1 ∼ 0.32T ci1 .
In the runs with m i /m e = 100, 256, and 625 and the large simulation domain, the simultaneous enhancement of the shock magnetic field and the reflected ions occurred randomly in time at the front of the shock ramp. The enhancement of reflection ions did not necessarily correspond to the enhancement of the magnetic field that occurred at a timescale shorter than the local ion cyclotron period. These results indicate the absence of the periodic reformation of a rippled perpendicular shock.
The previous studies showed that the ion-to-electron mass ratio controlled the types of microinstabilities in the foot region Scholer and Matsukiyo, 2004) . The MTSI was dominant in the foot region in the runs with m i /m e = 100, 256, and 625 (Umeda et al., 2012b (Umeda et al., , 2014 . The excitation of the whistler mode in the foot region was also indicated by the enhancement of the shock magnetic field at the timescale much shorter than the local ion cyclotron period. It was also shown that the wavelength in the shock tangential direction of the whistler mode excited by the MTSI is close to the wavelength of the ripples (Umeda et al., 2014) . It is suggested that wave-wave coupling between the whistler mode and the ripples is possible, which disturbs the periodic reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks.
The ECDI was driven in the run with m i /m e = 25 (Umeda et al., 2012a (Umeda et al., , b, 2014 . The electron cyclotron harmonic mode does not have magnetic fluctuations, and does not interact with the shock-front ripples. It is suggested that the quasiperiodic formation of the foot region is present when there is no microinstability in the foot region or when electrostatic instabilities such as ECDI and upper-hybrid drift instability are driven as seen in the previous 2-D simulations (Lembege et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2009; Umeda et al., 2010) , but its time period is modified by the shock-front ripples from the typical time period in 1-D simulations.
The present study does not deny the existence of the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks in the real space plasma, although the reformation is absent in the simulation runs of rippled perpendicular shocks with larger mass ratios. It is suggested that the existence of the periodic reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks depends on the physical parameters indicated by Eq. (3). The reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks could exist by suppressing the MTSI in the foot region by other instabilities as in Run A.
Since the present study used the reduced frequency ratio ω pe1 /ω ce1 = 4 (and the reduced speed of light c/v te1 = 10), it is worth discussing the effect of the frequency ratio to microinstabilities at the shock foot. The frequency ratio ω p /ω c does not affect the structure of shock on ion scales. The effect of the frequency ratio ω p /ω c to the velocity distribution functions at the shock foot is not so large as long as the Alfvén-Mach number and the plasma beta are the same, as shown by the previous study (Umeda et al., 2012b) .
Let us suppose that velocity distribution functions of electrons and ions at the shock foot are independent of the frequency ratio as indicated from Eq. (3). Then, we can use the parameters for the velocity distribution functions of a threecomponent plasma at the shock foot (V di1 = 0.42, V ti1 = 0.06, ω pi1 = 0.052, V di2 = −0.32, V ti2 = 0.05, ω pi2 = 0.047, V de = 0.08, V te = 1.94, ω pe = 1.75, ω ce = 0.92), which were obtained from the run with m i /m e = 625 (Run A of Table II) in the previous study (Umeda et al., 2012b) . We change ω pe1 /ω ce1 as 4, 20, and 100, and solve the linear dispersion relation. Note that (v te1 ω pe1 )/(cω ce1 ) is constant due to Eq. (2). Figure 5 shows the dispersion relation of the MTSI. The wave-normal angle relative to the ambient magnetic field is 85 • for k x > 0 and 84 • for k x < 0. The growth rate of the MTSI for ω pe1 /ω ce1 = 4 is slightly smaller than that for ω pe1 /ω ce1 = 20 and 100 since the electron thermal velocity is close to the speed of light. The linear dispersion relations for ω pe1 /ω ce1 = 20 and 100 are almost the same due to c/v te1 1. The present linear analysis suggests that the effect of the frequency ratio ω p /ω c to the linear dispersion relation of the MTSI is small.
The ECDI does not have a positive growth rate for all of the frequency ratios, suggesting that the frequency ratio ω p /ω c does not affect the present simulation results with M A ∼ 6 and β i = β e = 0.32.
It should be noted that the ECDI is dominant in a lowerbeta plasma and that the frequency ratio affects the growth rate of the ECDI (Muschietti and Lembege, 2013) . The ECDI can disturb the generation of the MTSI through nonlinear saturation as seen in Run A. Further self-consistent full PIC simulations are needed to study the influence of the frequency ratio on the competition between the ECDI and the MTSI. However, the size of the computational domain is proportional to (ω p /ω c ) 2 and the time step is proportional to ω p /ω c in 2-D full PIC simulation. It is a heavy task to use a large ω p /ω c in large-scale full PIC simulations. Equation (3) also shows that a larger Mach number or a lower beta gives a large u x1 /v te1 which is necessary for driving the ECDI with a larger mass ratio.
Discussions on the comparison with observations
Since the present simulation study used reduced parameters (m i /m e , ω pe1 /ω ce1 , and c/v te1 ), it is not easy to compare the present study with the spacecraft in situ observations directly.
However, it is worth discussing the in situ observations of the shock reformation in the geophysical plasma by ex- Table II in the previous study (Umeda et al., 2012b) . The frequency ratio ω pe1 /ω ce1 is changed as 4 (dotted lines), 20 (dashed lines), and 100 (solid lines) by keeping v te1 ω pe1 /cω ce1 constant. The wave-normal angle relative to the ambient magnetic field is 85 • for k x > 0 and 84 • for k x < 0.
trapolating the present simulation results. There are two references which explicitly tried to detect the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks. Mazelle et al. (2010) made a statistical analysis of quasi-perpendicular shocks with parameters ranging for 2 ≤ M A ≤ 6.5, 75 • ≤ θ B n ≤ 90 • , and β i ≤ 0.6 observed by the Cluster spacecraft. As evidence of the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks, they showed that the spatial size of the shock ramp is less than the ion inertial length and has a Gaussian-like distribution with a standard deviation of 10 and a few electron inertial lengths. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the spatial size of the shock ramp for 8 points in position (y/d i1 = 0 : 0.75 : 5.25) × 251 points in time (ω ci1 t = 4 : 0.032 : 12) in the present simulation run with m i /m e = 625 and the large simulation domain where the periodic reformation of perpendicular shocks is not seen. Here, the spatial size of the shock ramp is approximated by the gradient of the shock magnetic field normalized by B y,max − B y01 .
The spatial size of the shock ramp is distributed between 0.04d i1 (= d e1 ) and 1.1d i1 , and its typical size is 0.16d i1 . The characteristics of the histogram are not the same as Fig. 6 of Mazelle et al. (2010) , since the result includes the spatial size of the shock ramp for only an exactly perpendicular shock with a specific Mach number and plasma beta. However, it is clearly shown that the spatial size of the shock ramp has a distribution without the periodic reformation of perpendicular shocks. Hence, the result of Mazelle et al. (2010) showed the non-stationarity of the quasi-perpendicular shock, but did not necessarily indicate reformation. Lobzin et al. (2007) reported a quasi-periodic reflection of ions at the front of a quasi-perpendicular shock with M A = 10, θ B n = 81 • , β i = 2.0, and β e = 1.7 by the Cluster spacecraft. The time period for the formation of reflected ion bursts is ∼ 8 s that corresponds to 0.5T ci1 , which is much longer than the period of the reformation seen in the present full PIC simulations. The result seemed to be consistent with the original definition of the reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks, although the simultaneous enhancement of the shock magnetic field in the foot region was not shown. However, the time period of ∼ 8 s is close to the time resolution of the instrument (4 s). Also, it is known from the hybrid PIC simulation results that the shock front at a (quasi-)perpendicular shock with a high ion beta (β i > 1) is stationary (e.g., Leroy et al., 1982; Hellinger et al., 2002) . Therefore, it is unclear whether the periodic behavior identified by Lobzin et al. (2007) really exhibits the "reformation of quasi-perpendicular shocks" in its original definition.
It is possible that the periodic behavior at the shock front of quasi-perpendicular shocks is generated by whistler mode waves (Scholer and Burgess, 2007) , which is similar to the reformation of quasi-parallel shocks. This process is, however, outside the scope of the present simulation study. Further PIC simulation studies with parameters similar to this event (higher Mach number and higher ion beta) are necessary.
Summary
The present 2-D full PIC simulation study reproduced the results of the previous 2-D simulations (Hellinger et al., 2007; Lembege et al., 2009; Yuan et al., 2009 ) by using different ion-to-electron mass ratios. It is suggested that the periodic reformation of (quasi-)perpendicular shocks is not common, unlike 1-D simulations. The reformation in its original definition exists with a narrower range of the Alfvén-Mach number and the plasma beta as well as the electron plasma-tocyclotron frequency ratio in 2-D than in 1-D. It is not so easy to identify the reformation in multidimensional simulations even with a simplified model. It might be quite difficult to identify it from limited data obtained by in situ observation.
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